
SVS Securities plc (in Special Administration) 

(the “Company”)

Meeting of Clients and Creditors

Convened at the Lecture Room, Central Hall, Westminster, London

11.00am, Thursday 10 October 2019
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• Chairman’s introduction

• Presentation by the Special Administrators

• Key actions since appointment

• Summary proposals

• Role of FSCS

• Q&A in relation to proposals and conduct of Special Administration

• Formal business and explanation of voting process

• Comfort break, refreshments and recess for voting

• Result and close

Order of business at today’s meeting
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• Primarily traded as a traditional stockbroking firm

• Services provided included:

• broker dealer services

• execution-only

• advisory

• discretionary fund management

• foreign exchange

• ISA business

• Mainly retail clients

• Technically an “investment bank”

Background to the Company
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• FCA concerns as regards the Company’s business

• On 26 July 2019, voluntary restrictions were imposed by the Company on taking on new

business (other than for existing corporate clients)

• On 2 August 2019, mandatory restrictions were imposed on the Company’s permissions

by the FCA

• Subsequently, the Directors applied to Court to place the Company into Special

Administration as it was deemed insolvent

• On 5 August 2019, the Special Administrators were appointed

Events leading to our appointment
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• An insolvency process governed by the Investment Bank Special Administration

Regulations (and Rules)

• Three objectives:

• 1: Return Client Assets (i.e. both client money and custody assets)

• 2: Engage with market infrastructure bodies and authorities (including the FCA)

• 3: Rescue the Company as a going concern or wind it up

• Objective 1

• We are already pursuing the return of Client Assets to Clients

• This is best achieved by a transfer to a third party broker on a wholesale basis

• Following a transfer, Clients will be able to access their Client Assets

• Objective 2: This is on-going

• Objective 3: A rescue of the Company cannot be achieved

Special Administration – what is it?
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Clients and Client Assets

• We are dealing with c. £277 million of custody assets (based on company records)

and c. £24 million of client money across c. 21,000 Clients

• The custody assets are broken down as follows:

What steps have we taken to achieve Objective 1?

Asset Type Value (£)

Bonds 74,004,632

Shares 203,597,135

Units 131,800

Total 277,733,567
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What steps have we taken to achieve Objective 1?

Client Asset / Money reconciliations

• Expert third party auditors have carried out a reconciliation of Client Assets

• They have confirmed the Client Assets are intact

• Client statements per Company records have been issued

• There are around 670 unsettled transactions and there are certain bonds the value of

which remains uncertain

• £24m cash has been reconciled and is in tact

Operations

• We have retained 29 key staff to assist with achieving the objectives

• 20 staff have been made redundant

• IT providers/platforms have been engaged and are continuing to supply

• We have secured a loan of up to £3 million to fund on-going operational costs for the

next six to nine months.

• The Administrators have not drawn any fees from the house/client estate to date
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What steps have we taken to achieve Objective 1?

The search for a regulated broker transferee

• We contacted around 120 brokers with a deadline for offers of 20 September 2019

• We received 11 offers from parties interested in a wholesale transfer

• We are progressing with a number of interested parties with further limited due

diligence

• We intend to progress with one party by 31 October 2019
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What steps have we taken to achieve Objective 1?

Client Communications

• Summary of client contact for period 5 August 2019 to 2 October 2019 as follows:

• We ask clients to continue to monitor our dedicated website for updates. However, 

should you wish to contact the Leonard Curtis’ SVS team please email or call us 

directly.  

Type Number Notes

Call Centre 3,055 

SVS Telephone 656 From 24 September only

Webpage hits 39,434 

Mailbox 5,149 SVS mailbox only

Total 48,294
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What is the current strategy to return Client Assets?

• We are seeking to effect a wholesale transfer of the Client Assets to a single,

regulated third party broker as a priority (although that is not certain to be achieved)

What is the process to return Client Assets?

• If Client Assets were transferred to a new broker now, Clients would be at risk of

claims to ownership of Client Assets from third parties following that transfer.

• Therefore, the Special Administrators have decided to follow a prescribed process

under the Regulations to effect the transfer

• First, we have to agree claims with Clients by setting a bar date

• The bar date will then be the last date for agreeing Client claims
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What is the current strategy to return Client Assets?

How do Clients make claims by the bar date?

• We will set up an online portal for Clients to submit their claims

• Clients will confirm their eligibility to be compensated by the FSCS for the costs of the

transfer of their Client Assets

• We will also ask if Clients wish to be compensated by the FSCS

When is it likely that the bar date will be set and the portal go live?

• Clients will be notified of the bar date in due course

• We expect the bar date to be before the end of 2019

• This assumes a wholesale transfer to a single broker

• On issuing the notice of the bar date the portal will go live

• In due course you will receive unique details to access the portal
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What is the current strategy to return Client Assets?

What happens after the bar date?

• The Special Administrators, with their advisors, will prepare a distribution plan

• The distribution plan is a detailed document that will set out the terms on which

custody assets will be transferred

• It must be approved by the creditors’ committee and the Court

• We can then transfer the custody assets to the transferee (broker)

• We intend to deal with the transfer of client money in parallel

• Once transferred, Clients will be able to access their Client Assets

AT THIS STAGE WE ARE AIMING TO OBTAIN COURT APPROVAL FOR THE

DISTRIBUTION PLAN IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2020 (ASSUMING WE CAN

AGREE A WHOLESALE TRANSFER TO A SINGLE BROKER)



Anticipated Timeline of Events
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Client • Receive notice of Bar Date
• Receive portal login in 

details
• Agree claims, eligibility and 

compensation

• Await LC updates regarding 
distributions plan and identity 
of broker/buyer

• Resolution to dispute 

• Receive notice of Court 
approval to distribution plan

• Receive update regarding date 
of transfer to broker/buyer

• On transfer clients can access 
holding

LC • Notify clients of Bar Date
• Send portal login details to 

clients
• Agree Client claims 

• Resolution to dispute 
• Prepare distribution plan with 

advisor
• Agree distribution plan with 

creditors’/clients’ committee
• Liaise with broker/buyer

• Implement distribution plan
• Complete sale / transfer to 

broker/buyer
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What if we cannot achieve a wholesale transfer?

• The Special Administrators would have to pursue a piecemeal transfer of Client Assets

to more than one broker

• This would delay the return of Client Assets and add further significant complexity and

cost to the process of effecting a transfer (although clients would continue to be

eligible for FSCS compensation).
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How will the costs of the transfer be funded?

• The costs of the transfer of Client Assets will be material because of the complexity in

dealing with the client estate

• The default position is that they would be paid out of Client Assets, creating a shortfall

for Clients

• We are working closely with the FSCS to ensure eligible Clients with claims under

£85,000 are compensated in full by the FSCS for any shortfall in respect of the costs

of a transfer when agreeing their claims

• We expect the vast majority of Clients to be compensated in full by the FSCS for the

costs of the transfer of their Client Assets

• A small number of Clients may face shortfalls, either because they are not eligible for

FSCS compensation, or because their losses will exceed the £85,000 cap on FSCS

compensation



Financial Services Compensation Scheme

(“FSCS”)
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• Compensate customers of (failed) regulated firms

• Working closely with Leonard Curtis

• Compensate for costs of transferring assets and money

• Limit £85,000 per customer

• Expect majority of customers to be transferred whole
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What is the position of trade/unsecured creditors?

• Please see the directors’ statement of affairs enclosed with our proposals (see

section 8 and appendix D)

• Any distribution is dependent upon the level of realisations from the Company’s assets

• Based on the likely level of realisations from the Company’s assets, it is unlikely that a

dividend will be paid to unsecured creditors (trade and claims)



Questions and Answers Session
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Resolutions to be voted on
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Resolution 1: To approve the Special Administrators’ proposals

Resolution 2: To establish a creditors' committee
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Voting classes

• There are two classes:

• Clients with claims for Client Assets (custody assets and/or client money)

• Creditors

• Each class votes separately

• Both classes must approve each resolution for it to pass

• Votes are calculated on the value of claims

• Each resolution is passed if a majority in value of those present and voting (in person

or by proxy) vote in favour of it

• Wholly secured creditors may attend but not vote (none identified to date)

• Partly secured creditors must deduct the value of their security and may vote for the

unsecured balance
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Comfort break, refreshments and recess for voting



Formation of Creditors’ Committee
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